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            Abstract
Precise protein sequencing and folding are believed to generate the structure and chemical diversity of natural channels1,2, both of which are essential to synthetically achieve proton transport performance comparable to that seen in natural systems. Geometrically defined channels have been fabricated using peptides, DNAs, carbon nanotubes, sequence-defined polymers and organic frameworks3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13. However, none of these channels rivals the performance observed in their natural counterparts. Here we show that without forming an atomically structured channel, four-monomer-based random heteropolymers (RHPs)14 can mimic membrane proteins and exhibit selective proton transport across lipid bilayers at a rate similar to those of natural proton channels. Statistical control over the monomer distribution in an RHP leads to segmental heterogeneity in hydrophobicity, which facilitates the insertion of single RHPs into the lipid bilayers. It also results in bilayer-spanning segments containing polar monomers that promote the formation of hydrogen-bonded chains15,16 for proton transport. Our study demonstrates the importance of the adaptability that is enabled by statistical similarity among RHP chains and of the modularity provided by the chemical diversity of monomers, to achieve uniform behaviour in heterogeneous systems. Our results also validate statistical randomness as an unexplored approach to realize protein-like behaviour at the single-polymer-chain level in a predictable manner.
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                    Fig. 1: Segmental heterogeneity in RHP.


Fig. 2: Transmembrane proton transport.


Fig. 3: Interaction of RHP1 and the lipid bilayers.


Fig. 4: Sequence analyses of the RHPs.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Interactions between RHPs and liposomes.
a, DSC profiles of LUVs and RHP1- and RHP1,100-containing LUVs (POPE:POPG molar ratio, 3:1). LUVs were grown with RHP1 or RHP1,100 with a lipid-to-RHP molar ratio of 50:1 and a lipid concentration of 1Â mgÂ mLâˆ’1. The background signals of the buffer and the polymers were subtracted. No phase transition was observed for RHP itself. The plots are shifted vertically for clarity by +0.0001 for RHP1,100 and +0.0002 for RHP1. b, Full-width at half-maximum of the lipid phase transition peaks shown in a. Error bars are 1Â s.d. (nÂ =Â 3). c, d, Representative confocal fluorescence image of POPC GUVs incubated with Texas Red-labelled RHP1 (c) and Texas Red-labelled RHP1,100 (d).


Extended Data Fig. 2 All-atom molecular dynamics simulations.
a, Sequences of the nine RHP1 chains used in the simulations. b, Snapshot of the 2ndâ€“5th RHP1 chains in the POPC lipid bilayer in the simulations. MMA, EHMA, OEGMA and SPMA are coloured red, pink, blue and purple, respectively. Lipids are shown in grey colour. c, Representative HBCs in the transmembrane regions of RHP1s. The oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water molecules are coloured red and white, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are shown with red dashed lines. Lipids are omitted for clarity. d, Snapshots of the initial (left) and final (right) RHP1 conformations in the simulations. The RHP1 chain is highlighted, along with K+ (orange) and Clâˆ’ (green) ions. e, Convergence of the simulations. Top, area per lipid as a function of the simulation time. Bottom, Coulomb and Lennardâ€“Jones interactions between POPC lipids and the 1stâ€“5th RHP1s as a function of simulation time. Different colours denote the results from five parallel molecular dynamics simulations.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Transmembrane proton transport.
a, pH gradient-driven proton flux through RHP1 in the LUVs of POPE/POPG (molar ratioÂ 3:1). b, Inner pH changes in POPC LUVs incubated with RHP1 and RHP variants over 200Â s after adding Vln. â€˜RHPwoMâ€™, â€˜RHPwoSPâ€™ and â€˜RHP7/0â€™ represent the RHP without MMA, the RHP without SPMA and the RHP without EHMA, respectively. c, pH gradient-driven proton flux in the influx and outflux directions. RHP1 was added to the solutions of preformed LUVs. d, pH gradient-driven proton flux through RHP1 in DMPC SUVs at 37â€‰Â°C. RHP1-containing SUVs were prepared as indicated in theÂ Methods section â€˜SANS investigationâ€™ using H2O-based buffers, with an RHP1:DMPC ratio of 0.001.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Proton and water transport rates.
a, Representative stopped-flow fluorescence traces of RHP1-containing POPC LUVs after rapid exposure to a buffer of a higher pH value. The initial and final equilibrated pH values are 6.85 and 7.35, respectively. Vln was added before the measurements. b, Calculated permeability values of RHP1-containing LUVs at various RHP1-to-lipid ratios. Error bars are 1 s.d. (nÂ =Â 3). c, d, Conductance (c) and initial proton transport rate (d) per RHP1 chain at various RHP1-to-lipid ratios. Error bars are 1Â s.d. (nÂ =Â 3). e, Stopped-flow fluorescence traces of RHP1-containing LUVs after rapid exposure to a buffer of a higher pH or pD value. The initial and final equilibrated pH values are 6.85 and 7.35, respectively, for the H2O-based assay. The initial and final pD values are 7.25 and 7.75, respectively, for the D2O-based assay. Vln was added to the RHP1-containing LUV solutions, except for the GramA-containing LUVs. f, Osmotic water permeability of Vln, GramA and RHP1+Vln in POPC LUVs at 7â€‰Â°C. Vln (K+ channel) and GramA (proton/cations/water channel) are the negative and positive controls, respectively. GramA, Vln and RHP1 were added to the solutions of preformed LUVs. â€˜Premixedâ€™ denotes premixing of RHP1 and the lipid before the preparation of LUVs. Error bars are 1Â s.d. (nÂ =Â 7).


Extended Data Fig. 5 SANS investigations.
a, SANS profiles of free RHP1 in 86% D2O. The solid line denotes a fit using a polydisperse sphere model for RHP1. The signal of the solvent has been subtracted in the presented curves. b, Schematic illustration of the three-shell vesicle model for the SUV, showing the regions of the liposome core (core), inner bilayer headgroup (shell 1), lipid bilayer core (shell 2) and outer bilayer headgroup (shell 3). c, Structural parameters obtained by fitting the SANS data with the three-shell vesicle model for the liposome and the polydisperse sphere model for RHP1. Parameters that were fixed during the fitting are denoted with â€˜fâ€™; RMS represents root mean square. SLDs that were fixed were determined from the known sample composition, including when RHP1 was present in the bilayer, because the concentration was too low to impact the SLD value of shells significantly. The SLD values used for the liposome core, for shells 1, 2, 3 and for the solvent are 5.41, 1.88, 6.84, 1.88 and 5.41Â Ã—Â 10âˆ’6Â Ã…âˆ’2, respectively. The SLD value for RHP1 is 1.4Â Ã—Â 10âˆ’6Â Ã…âˆ’2 in the sphere model.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Sequence analyses of RHPs.
a, Statistical distribution of number of OEGMA monomers per RHP1 chains in the 4,500 simulated RHP1 sequences (DPÂ =Â 130). This distribution reflects the compositional dispersity in RHP1 chains. b, Statistical size distribution of hydrophobic segments with one OEGMA in RHP1s of various chain lengths ranging from DPÂ =Â 40 to 200. The number of chains (4,500) was kept constant for each DP analysis. c, Normalized profiles of the size distribution in b. d, Number of hydrophobic segments per chain at various chain lengths. The counted hydrophobic segments here contain one OEGMA with segment size â‰¥11. e, Statistical size distributions of blocks of EHMA (pink) and MMA (red) within hydrophobic segments containing one OEGMA in RHP variants. Results are shown for hydrophobic segments with segment size â‰¥11. f, Schematic illustration of five EHMA monomers distributed at the end of an inserted RHP1 chain in a molecular dynamics simulation. EHMA, MMA and OEGMA are coloured pink, red and blue, respectively. Lipids are omitted for clarity.


Extended Data Fig. 7 HMM prediction.
a, Comparison between state-3 segments (size â‰¥7; top) assigned using the method described inÂ Methods section â€˜Hydrophobic segmentsâ€™ and those predicted by HMM (bottom). â€˜1â€™, â€˜2â€™, â€˜3â€™ and â€˜4â€™ denote MMA, OEGMA, EHMA and SPMA, respectively. b, Transition diagram with a state-3 segment of size â‰¥7. States 1 and 2 are denoted as S1 and S2, respectively. State 3 here is broken into 10 states to comply with the rules outlined inÂ Methods section â€˜HMM predictionâ€™. S5 and S9 are the special states in a state-3 segment that must emit OEGMA with probability 1 (denoted as â€˜prob.Â =Â 1â€™). c, Statistical size distribution of the state-3 segments predicted by HMM in 4,500 RHP1 sequences. d, Number of the predicted state-3 segments per polymer chain. e, Statistical size distribution of predicted state-3 segments containing one OEGMA. f, Number of predicted state-3 segments containing one OEGMA per polymer chain. 4,375 out of 4,500 RHP1 chains contain at least one state-3 segment.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Proton transport on SLBs.
a, Liquid atomic force microscopy images of a Pd surface covered with SLBs, showing a surface roughness of about 0.74Â nm. b, Image for SLB+RHP1 (RHP1-to-lipid molar ratio, 0.001), showing a roughness of about 2.07Â nm. c, Surface covered with SLB+RHP1 (RHP1-to-lipid molar ratio, 0.01), showing a roughness of about 5.61Â nm. d, Currentâ€“voltage sweep of the protonic device. The Pd/SLB contact has a current of <0.01Â nA across the entire voltage range, confirming the high polarization resistance of the SLB (black trace). With RHP1 incorporated, an oxidation peak is observed at about 48Â mV, indicating H+ flow across the SLB; a reduction peak is observed at about âˆ’45 mV, indicating conduction of H across the SLB.


Extended Data Table 1 Physical-chemical properties of RHPsFull size table





Supplementary information
Video 1
All-atom MD simulation trajectory showing the dynamic feature of a RHP1 chains in the POPC lipid bilayer. The RHP1 sequence is 1111411421123112111121213111132332323322, where 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote MMA, OEGMA, EHMA, and SPMA, respectively. Lipids are colored grey, with the phosphorous atoms in green. Hydrogen atoms and all other molecules are omitted for clarity. The frequency is 100 ps per frame for a total duration of 100 ns.


Video 2
All-atom MD simulation trajectory showing the dynamic feature of a RHP1 chains in the POPC lipid bilayer. The RHP1 sequence is 3141221233112332221312121331111111112114, where 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote MMA, OEGMA, EHMA, and SPMA, respectively. Lipids are colored grey, with the phosphorous atoms in green. Hydrogen atoms and all other molecules are omitted for clarity. The frequency is 100 ps per frame for a total duration of 100 ns.


Video 3
All-atom MD simulation trajectory demonstrating the dynamic hydrogen-bonded chains (HBCs) between RHP1 and water molecules. The RHP1 sequence is 1111411421123112111121213111132332323322, where 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote MMA, OEGMA, EHMA, and SPMA, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are plotted using blue dashed lines. The phosphorus atoms of the POPC lipid are shown at green beads. Water molecules are shown as red (O) + white (H) beads. The frequency is 10 ps per frame for a total duration of 1 ns.


Video 4
All-atom MD simulation trajectory demonstrating the dynamic hydrogen-bonded chains (HBCs) between RHP1 and water molecules. The RHP1 sequence is 3141221233112332221312121331111111112114, where 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote MMA, OEGMA, EHMA, and SPMA, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are plotted using blue dashed lines. The phosphorus atoms of the POPC lipid are shown at green beads. Water molecules are shown as red (O) + white (H) beads. The frequency is 10 ps per frame for a total duration of 1 ns.
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